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Formulas for perfect systems of difference sets are condensed and extended. 
In [4] Skolem observed that what have later been called perfect (Langford) 
sequences could be used to generate Steiner triple systems. A perfect sequence 
for A(d; m) = {d, d + 1 , . . . ,  d + m - 1} is a partition of {1, 2 , . . . ,  2m} into m 
pairs {(a, b~): 1 <~ i ~< m} such that {b~ - ai} = A(d; m). Thus for A(1; 4) we have 
the perfect sequence 3 4 2 3 2 4 1 1, in which ai and bi are the indices of the 
two appearances of i. Such sequences exist precisely when 14m(m- 2d + 1) is a 
non-negative integer, as shown in [1] and [3]. Similarly, a hooked sequence is a 
partition of {1, 2 , . . . ,  2m-  1, 2m + 1} into pairs whose set of differences is 
A(d; m). These exist precisely when !4m(m - 2d + 1) + ½ is a non-negative integer, 
as shown in [3]. 
The basis of the construction in [4] referred to above is to use a perfect 
sequence for A(1; n) to construct a set of  triples {Di: 1 <-i ~n} letting D~ = 
{i, n + as, n + b~} in which every integer from 1 to 3n appears exactly once. An 
extension of this idea is used in [2] to generate perfect systems of difference sets. 
Let {At, A2, •. •, Ak} be a family of integer sequences of varying lengths, each 
arranged in increasing order, so that for each i, Ai -  {a~.0 < ai,1 <' ' "  < as,n,} with 
the assumption that each n~ 1> 2. For each i let D~ = {a~ - a~t: 0 <- t < s <- ni} be the 
difference set of Ai. Clearly ID, I = ½n~(ni + 1). The collection {D~} is a perfect 
system of difference sets for c > 0 if I,.J~ Dj = {c, c + 1 , . . . ,  c - 1 + E~ IDol}. We 
have already seen one example, for c = 1, above. Each IDil is a triangular 
number, and it is common to display the set Di in a triangular array. Actually the 
sets As may be ignored, since each D~ is completely determined by the elements of 
its first (bottom) row. Specifically, for each h from 1 to n~, let D! h) = {a i , j+h_  1 - -  
a i j _ l : l<~j<-n i -h+l}  be row h of Di. Now, for any sequence c= 
{cl, c2, • . . ,  Cm}, define the interval sum of length k starting at ] as c(j, k )= 
k--1 E,ffio cj+,, with the obvious restrictions that 1 <~j and j + k - 1 <~ m. Then for any 
difference set D of size n, D <h) = {D°)(j ", h): 1 ~<j <~ n - h + 1}. That is, row h is 
the set of interval sums of length h of row 1 of D. For example, if 
D~ 1)= {1, 18, 2}, then D~ z)= {19,20} and D~ 3)= {21}. This single D1 is not a 
perfect difference system, but it is easily augmented using the perfect sequence 
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7 5 3 6 4 3 5 7 4 6 for A(3; 5) to define Di's whose first rows are  D!  1) -- 
{i, 7 + ai}, for 3 ~< i ~< 7. Then the family {Di" i = 1, 3 , . . . ,  7} is a perfect system 
of difference sets for c = 1. This construction is exploited in [2] to generate 
formulas for perfect difference systems for which Ui  Di = {1, 2 , . . . ,  e} for 
almost all natural numbers e, the exceptional (impossible) values being those in 
the finite set F = {1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11,13, 14, 17, 20, 23, 26}. The formulas 
given in [2] cover all legitimate values of e <~ 27, all e I> 117 and a number of other 
cases. Constructions are given for each of 12 cases corresponding to the residues 
of e (rood 12). The point of this note is that the presentation can be shortened to 
six cases and the formulas extended to cover more values of e by using the results 
in [3]. Specifically, for e = 3n, two cases arise, one being for n - -0  or 1 (rood 4) 
and the other for n -  2 or 3 (rood 4). The formulas in [2] based on perfect 
sequences from [1] cover these cases quite effectively for all natural values of n. 
For e =3n + 1, the difference sets given in [2] whose first rows are D~ 1)= 
{2,3, e-10,3}, D~Z)={5, e-13,8}, DC3Z)={7, e-9} and D<41)={1, e-12} 
have union {1, 2 , . . . ,  8, e - 13, e - 12 , . . . ,  e}. The missing numbers from 9 to 
e -  14 may be obtained using the perfect sequence for A(9; n -  7) from [3] to 
generate Dj's with first rows D~ 1) = {], n + 1 + aj} for 9 <~] ~< n + 1, valid for n -= 0 
or 3 (rood4), n I>24. This covers the cases e ~ 1 or 10 (mod 12), e t>73. A 
somewhat greater improvement for n =-1 or 2 (mod 4) is obtained by using the 
single difference set for which D~)={1,3, e-6,2}. This set contains 
{1 , . . . ,  4, e - 6, e - 4 , . . . ,  e} omitting {5 , . . . ,  e - 7, e - 5}. These values can 
be obtained using the hooked sequence for A(5; n -  3) from [3], again letting 
D~ z) = {/', n + 1 + aj} for 5 ~<j ~< n + 1. This covers all e --- 4 or 7 (mod 12), e 1> 40. 
For e = 3n + 2, unite the cases n-= 0 or 1 (mod 4) using perfect sequences for 
A (12 ;n -9)  to supplement difference sets based on D~ ~)= {7, 3, e -14 ,  1}, 
D~2 z) = {6, 2, e - 17, 9}, D[ ~) = {4, e - 16, 11} and D~ ~) = {5, e - 7}, valid for 
e =- 2 or 5 (mod 12), e i> 98. Finally, for n --- 2 or 3 (mod 4), the perfect sequence 
for A(13; n - 10) fills in the missing numbers for D~ z) = {3, 6, e - 11, 1}, D[ z) = 
{8, 4, e -  19, 7}, D~ ~)= {2, e - 18}, D~4 ~)= {5, e -  14}, D<5 z)= {10, e -  13} and 
D~ z) = {11, e - 17}, valid for e - 8 or 11 (mod 12), e >/107. The special D's used 
in these last two cases are all taken from [2]. 
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